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THERE'S ONLY ONE WAY TO CHALLENGE THE FACE OF DEATH...

DAVID CARRADINE  LEE VAN CLEEF

ARMED RESPONSE
MEDIA presents...

Very small, very twisted and very mad.

BASKET CASE

“The sickest movie I've ever seen.” —Rex Reed

NOW ON VIDEO CASSETTE

www.moviegoods.com
"SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE's"

DANA CARVEY

In the world of cons...
Eddie's a pro.

OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS

BEFORE

AFTER

IMAGINE ENTERTAINMENT Presents A BRAD GREY/MELEDANDRI/GORDON COMPANY Production A Film By DONALD PETRE "OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS"

TODD GRAFF - JULIA CAMPBELL and ROBERT LOGGIA Music RECKY MANCUSO and TIM SEXTON Directed by STEVEN PETEROFF, A.S.C. Produced by RAY HARTWICK

Comedy by MITCHELL KATLIN & NATHAN BERNESTEIN

Producers: MARK R. GORDON and CHRISTOPHER MELEDANDRI

Executive Producers: DONALD PETRE

A UNIVERSAL FILM

COMING SOON